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INTRODUCTION  

1. My full name is Peter Rough.  I am a Landscape Architect employed by Rough and Milne 

Landscape Architects Limited and I am a director of the company. 

2. My qualifications are a Diploma in Horticulture and a Diploma in Landscape Architecture.  I am 

a registered member and Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects Inc., and 

I am a member of the Resource Management Law Association of New Zealand Inc.  

3. I have 40 years experience as a landscape architect and for approximately the last 20 years I 

have specialised in landscape assessment work.  This has included undertaking landscape and 

visual effects assessments associated with a wide variety of development proposals 

throughout New Zealand and one in Victoria, Australia.  

4. Apart from two periods totalling six years, I have resided in or very close to Christchurch all my 

life and I am generally very familiar with Banks Peninsula.  I made visits in May this year to the 

application sites and their surroundings that are the subject of this evidence.  

5. In the course of preparing my evidence I have perused the following: 

 The proposed Replacement District Plan  

 Technical Specialist Evidence on Stormwater and Geotechnical matters 

 Section 32 Report Phase 2 – Residential Chapter 14 

 Evidence of Mr Craig on behalf of Christchurch City Council  

6. I am familiar with the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment Court Practice 

Note (2014).  I confirm that I have complied with that practice note in preparing this evidence.  

In particular I confirm that my evidence is within my area of expertise and the opinions I have 

expressed are my own except where I have stated that I have relied on the evidence of other 

people.  I have not omitted any facts known to me that may be material in influencing my 

evidence. 

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

7. My evidence is presented on behalf of Mr Mark Shadbolt who owns properties on Banks 

Peninsula at Tikao Bay, French Farm Bay, and Duvauchelle/Head of the Bay and also on behalf 

of Sunny Point Estates, which owns land on the Robinsons/Takamatua headland.  My evidence 
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addresses the pRDP Chapter 14 residential and the relevant planning maps for Banks Peninsula 

in relation to the rezoning of Rural Banks Peninsula (RuBP) land to residential zoning proposed 

for the above properties.  My evidence is focused on whether such zoning is appropriate to 

the landscape-related objectives and policies in the context of the proposed Replacement 

District Plan (pRDP).  My evidence refers to landscape assessments I prepared for land at the 

four, above-mentioned, locations and expands on planning matters that were not previously 

covered, particularly with reference to the relevant Stage 3 planning maps.  I also note that 

the areas proposed for rezoning have been modified by further information relating to 

geotechnical and infrastructure constraints. 

8. The structure of my evidence is set out as follows:    

 The Proposals 

 Assessment Methodology  

 Statutory Considerations under the pRDP 

 Landscape Character Description, Evaluation of Effects on Landscape Character and 

Amenity 

 Conclusion 

9. My written statement of evidence is accompanied by and is to be read in conjunction with a 

separate A3-size graphic supplement containing two sheets.  Sheets 1and 2 illustrate the 

location of all proposed sites for rezoning within Akaroa Harbour and relevant information 

from the updated Stage 3 Planning Maps, as it relates to the area proposed for rezoning.  

Additional statutory provisions relevant to my evidence are appended as Appendix A.   

The Proposals 

10. The land parcels owned by Mr Shadbolt and Sunny Point Estates are located on Banks 

Peninsula in various locations around Akaroa Harbour.  A topographic map on Sheet 1 of my 

graphic supplement indicates the general location of the sites that are the subject of the 

proposed rezoning.  The sites are shown in more detail on aerial photographs within the body 

of my evidence below (refer Figures 1 – 4). 

11. Akaroa Harbour comprises a predominantly rural, working landscape dominated by lifestyle 

land use with pastoral farming, rural produce and tourism as the main activities.  The land 

parcels proposed to be rezoned all lie on the lower slopes and either immediately adjoin or are 
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in close proximity to the small settlements associated with coastal bays within Akaroa 

Harbour.  These settlements generally comprise an intensive pattern of smaller sites 

dominated by lifestyle and recreational land use.  

12. In brief, the land parcels under consideration are described as follows:   

 Tikao Bay (Shadbolt) 

13. The three land parcels within Tikao Bay total 12.86 ha and comprise Lot 1 DP 79380 (8.28 ha), 

Lot 9 DP 9065 (3.36 ha) and Lot 10 DP 9065 (1.20 ha).  Of these lots only part of Lot 1 is 

proposed to be rezoned from RuBP to Residential Small Settlement (RSS).  This could 

potentially result in a maximum of six lots each with an area of 1000 m2.   

French Farm Bay (Shadbolt) 

14. The three land parcels at French Farm Bay total 30.68 ha and comprise Pt RS 334270 (1.65 ha 

/16,500 m2), Pt RS 334 (1.42 ha), Lot 6 DP 2066 (27.60 ha).  Of these lots, Pt RS 334270 is 

proposed to be rezoned from RuBP to Residential Large Lot (RLL) with a Density Overlay.  This 

could potentially result in a maximum of five lots with a minimum area of 3000 m2 each, 

however only two lots are sought by the proposed rezoning. 

Duvauchelle (Shadbolt) 

15. The three land parcels at Duvauchelle total 21.96 ha and comprise Lot 15 DP 1887 (1.44 ha 

/14,400 m2), Pt Lot 8 DP 1887 (11.92 ha / 119,200 m2) and Pt RS 571 (8.59 ha / 85,900 m2).  Of 

these lots, 3850 m2 of Lot 15 is now proposed to be rezoned from RuBP to Residential Banks 

Peninsula (RBP).  This could potentially result in a maximum of eight lots with a minimum area 

of 400 m2 each adjoining the existing Residential Banks Peninsula settlement.  Taking the 

necessary provision of access into account it is likely that only seven lots will result from 

subdivision of this land. 

16. In addition, the two remaining lots are proposed to be partly amalgamated and an area of 

15,000 m2 rezoned as Residential Large Lots (RLL).  The proposed subdivision of the two larger 

lots will result in approximately ten lots with a minimum area of 1500 m2 each, within close 

proximity to the existing development at the Head of the Bay at Duvauchelle.  

Robinsons/Takamatua Headland (Sunny Point Estates) 

17. The Sunny Point Estates land is identified as Lot 2 DP 5838 and totals 13.18 ha. Approximately 

1.57 ha (15,7600 m2) of this coastal property is proposed to be rezoned from RuBP to RSS, as a 
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continuation of the small settlement on the south side of Robinsons Bay.  Although RSS zoning 

could potentially result in eighteen residential lots at 1000 m2, in reality slope and 

geotechnical constraints are likely to restrict lot numbers.  Furthermore, the landscape 

assessment concludes that in order to be consistent with the adjoining settlement pattern, lot 

numbers should be limited to approximately eight lots, replicating the shape and arrangement 

of the existing development. 

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

18. In June 2015 I prepared a landscape assessment for each of the above-mentioned sites and 

these contain descriptions of the sites and the surrounding landscape context, and an 

assessment of each site’s potential suitability for rezoning. 

19. The methodology for assessment involved a site visit to each of the four subject properties in 

Akaroa Harbour with my colleague Hannah Ayres.  In preparation for the site visits, we spent 

time identifying the property locations in relation to their current planning context, and 

refreshing our knowledge of landscape character areas identified in the Banks Peninsula 

Landscape Character Study.  We visited each property, took photographs and discussed 

potential development opportunities and the consequent effects this may have on the existing 

Banks Peninsula landscape and settlement character. 

20. In deliberating on each property’s potential for rezoning, particular attention was paid to 

views of proposed development areas from public vantage points, notably from main roads 

and on the beaches and waters of nearby bays.  Consideration was also given to the views of 

the sites from existing private residences.  Notes were made on the suitability of the land for 

development, with attention paid to signs of visible erosion, obvious drainage paths, existing 

vegetation and access opportunities.  

21. At each site, we identified the physical boundaries of proposed areas to be rezoned and 

discussed what might be acceptable characteristics of any new development to ensure that it 

would be consistent with existing settlement patterns, scale and levels of visibility.  In some 

instances this led to recommendations for conditions of consent.  

22. The assessments should be read in conjunction with this evidence although I have included a 

brief summary of each site and my assessment as part of my evidence 
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Statutory Considerations under the PRDP 

23. Objectives and policies specific to Banks Peninsula are contained within Chapter 14 Residential 

to achieve desired landscape outcomes.  The general Objective 14.1.8, relating to growth and 

changes to residential townships and settlements is given effect to by policies 14.1.8.1 - 

Character , amenity and identity of Banks Peninsula,  14.1.8.3 – Small Settlements in Banks 

Peninsula and 14.1.8.4 – Residential Large Lot development in Banks Peninsula.  Of these, 

Policy 14.1.8.1 is most relevant to landscape values and at (a) requires residential 

development within townships, settlements and residential large lot developments to:  

i. complement and not detract from the surrounding cultural, landscape, historic, 

coastal and rural values, character and views; 

ii. respect the existing townscape character through compatible street, subdivision and 

site layout and design; 

iii. maintain and enhance the particular character of the township though buildings of a 

scale, size and height, placement on their site, form, materials and colour compatible 

with the wider townscape; 

iv. incorporate visual and physical links to features and character elements;  

v. consider at the time of subdivision the location of the principal building on the site to 

avoid any adverse visual impact on the landscape and views from other residential 

properties and public places including from the water;  

vi. be set within and not dominate natural landforms and vegetation;  

vii. provide ample opportunity for tree and garden planting; and 

24. Policies 14.1.8.2 – 14.1.8.4 relate to development within specific residential zones and are 

most relevant to the proposed rezoning.  Amongst other matters, Policy 14.1.8.2 requires that 

development associated with residential townships, such as the Shadbolt land at Duvauchelle, 

maintains a consolidated urban form by requiring new development to locate adjacent to and 

integrate with existing urban areas and where adjacent, occurs through small incremental 

changes to the existing residential boundary rather than large scale development, unless there 

is existing capacity in the infrastructure.  

25. Policy 14.1.8.3 also seeks to encourage innovative design, sustainable land-use and 

subdivision development within and directly adjacent to existing residential small settlements 
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by consolidating development around an existing small settlement to achieve a compact 

settlement form, to avoid ribbon residential building development along the coastline, 

buildings and structures on important skylines and to protect the rural resource.  It goes 

further at clause 5 seeking new development that maintains and enhances those rural and/or 

coastal character elements that are distinct and unique to each small settlement, such as: 

iii. The predominantly open space and rural character of French Farm and Takamatua 

Valley 

iv. The dominance of bach-style buildings within a coastal landscape setting in Tikao Bay 

26. The sites proposed for rezoning all have a Significant Landscape (SL) overlay with particular 

qualities1 identified by Policy 9.2.2.4 (refer Appendix A to my evidence).  Essentially, the SL 

overlay replaces the currently operative Rural Amenity Landscape (RAL) overlay and applies to 

RuBP land to protect the generally scenic qualities of Banks Peninsula.  The policies (and 

qualities) relating to the SL are set out under 9.2.2.4 a)i A-F and b)i-vi.  Rules relating to 

Significant Landscapes of Banks Peninsula are mostly found in the Rural Chapter as they relate 

very closely to the Rural zone and strongly reflect the rural working landscape2.  It is unclear 

whether the SL overlay will remain in place if the sites are rezoned.   

27. However, for the most part the SL overlay identifies the broad scale landscape attributes 

common to Banks Peninsula and these qualities are reflected in the residential policies, 

assessment matters and building standards that apply to subdivision and residential land use.   

28. Policies relating to Natural Character in the Coastal Environment are found at 9.2.2.5, with 

specific mention of the high natural character on headlands within the central area of Akaroa 

Harbour, close to the sites located in proximity to Takamatua Bay, Hammond Point and Tikao 

Bay.  Although some of the sites are identified as being within the Coastal Environment, that 

part of each site proposed for rezoning avoids areas identified on the planning maps as ‘At 

least high (and very high) natural character’.   

29. If the rezoning is approved, I note that subdivision is a restricted discretionary activity.  The 

application for subdivision and land use consent will trigger assessment matters3 relating to 

effects on natural and cultural heritage, including visibility and natural character and amenity 

values and recognise the opportunities for benefits.  

                                                
1
 pRDP, Chapter 9 Natural and Cultural Heritage, 9.2.2.4 Significant Landscapes 

2
 S32 Stage 3,Chapter 9, Natural and Cultural Heritage, Appendix 3.1 Technical Landscape Overview Report 

3
 8.5.2 Assessment Matters – Natural and Cultural Heritage 
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTER DESCRIPTION, EVALUATION OF EFFECTS ON LANDSCAPE 

CHARACTER AND AMENITY, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EACH SITE 

30. Under the pRDP, the Shadbolt and Sunny Point Estates land parcels are zoned Rural Banks 

Peninsula (RuBP) and all are shown with a Significant Landscape overlay.  The land parcels are 

all below the 160 m contour line and close to the coastline, with parts of some sites inside the 

Coastal Environment, as identified on the relevant planning maps.  I refer to these in my 

description of each site below and discuss the effects arising from the proposed rezoning 

along with any recommendations where I consider they are necessary to protect the 

landscape character and amenity values of Banks Peninsula.  

Tikao Bay 

 Proposed Area of Rezoning  

31. A site visit and fieldwork confirmed that approximately 4000 m2 of Lot 1 is potentially very 

suitable to be rezoned from proposed RuBP to RSS.  This is substantiated by the s32 report4 

that recommends new development is limited and expands up the valley on the farmland, 

rather than sideways into the native vegetation.  The s32 report suggests that new 

developments be well vegetated and buildings limited to a 140 m2 footprint and a maximum 

height to retain the small bach character.  

32. The Lot 1 site has the potential to accommodate approximately four residential lots as a 

continuation of the pattern of settlement at the eastern end of Tikao Bay’s existing 

development on the northern side of Tikao Bay Road.  The aerial photograph below (refer 

Figure 1) shows the potential extension to the existing RSS zone with easy access from Tikao 

Bay Road.  Apart from a few mature trees in the northwest corner of the area it is open land in 

clean pasture and would therefore be relatively easy to develop.  

  

                                                
4
 S32 Stage 2,Chapter 14,Residential, Appendix 26 – Banks Peninsula Small Settlement Area Summary 

Assessments 
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Figure 1.  Area proposed to be rezoned as RSS in Tikao Bay 

33. The potential RSS extension area has a north to northwest orientation and is thus well-

positioned in terms of aspect to the sun.  I have recommended that the RSS extension area 

stops short of the gully and its wetland vegetation either remains as part of the balance of  

Lot 1 or is included as part of the proposed rezoning to be managed in its entirety by future 

owners.   

 Consideration of Rezoning Effects  

34. The proposed area of rezoning will avoid removal of native vegetation and will be confined to 

a gently sloping area of existing open pasture immediately adjoining the road and existing RSS 

zone.  While there is open land of relatively easy contour on the northern side of Tikao Bay 

from a landscape visual amenity perspective, I consider it important to leave this ‘entrance 

area’ to Tikao Bay as rural open space.  The first approximately 100 m of land on Tikao Bay 

Road’s southern side is densely vegetated but it subsequently opens to pasture for an area 

approximately 120 m long by 35 m wide.  This will ensure that there is an alternating pattern 

of open rural land on both sides of Tikao Bay Road when approaching the settlement and the 

bay below.  
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35. Careful consideration of the potential RSS extension area has led to the conclusion that, 

although it would occupy what is existing rural open space on the approach between Wainui 

Main Road and the eastern end of the existing settlement area, loss of approximately 100 m of 

open space adjacent to the northern side of Tikao Bay Road would not be extensive enough to 

have an adverse effect on the low-key, rural character of Tikao Bay.  

French Farm 

Proposed Area of Rezoning  

36. At French Farm an area of 1.66 ha on the western side of Wainui Main Road (which I will refer 

to as the site) is potentially suitable to be rezoned from RuBP to RLL with a Density Overlay.  

This could result in up to five lots however, the current owner is proposing only two lots, each 

with a minimum area of 3000 m2..  Each lot will be accessed separately from either Wainui 

Main Road.  The proposed re-zoned area is defined in Figure 2 below.  

 

 

Figure 2.  Area proposed to be rezoned as RLL at French Farm 
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37. The proposed site to be rezoned contains stockyards and a large eucalyptus tree along the 

southern boundary fronting Wainui Main Road.  The site slopes in a northeast direction from 

the road towards an area of wetland/pasture beside a stream bounded by a well-defined 

escarpment and terrace area.  The area identified as suitable for building platforms is the 

relatively flat elevated terrace on top of the escarpment.  The terrace adjoins the existing 

development and affords attractive views over dwellings to French Farm Bay and Onawe 

Peninsula.  While the road frontage and lower part of the site is not suited to development, for 

the sake of land management and access, it has been recommended that the low land and 

ephemeral stream be included in the RLL zone and incorporated within one of the two new 

lots  

38. The majority of the area proposed to be rezoned has been identified as being of a low-

moderate stability risk on the Consent Investigation Stability Map in the operative Banks 

Peninsula District Plan.  

 Consideration of Rezoning Effects 

39. Policy 14.1.8.3 of the pRDP has regard to Small Settlements in Banks Peninsula and seeks to 

Encourage innovative design and sustainable land-use and subdivision development 

within and directly adjacent to existing residential small settlements by… ensuring 

new development maintains and enhances those rural and/or coastal character 

elements that are distinct and unique to each small settlement, such as … the 

predominantly open space and rural character of … French Farm…. 

40. The small settlement at French Farm that adjoins the proposed RLL area (while appearing to 

be a small cluster of approximately ten residential buildings) is a combination of five RSS lots, 

one OCP lot and ten small RuBP zoned lots.  The resulting pattern of zoning is such that a RuBP 

zone separates Mr Shadbolt’s land from the existing RSS Zone.  Nevertheless, the two RuBP 

lots containing dwellings and sharing Mr Shadbolt’s north-western boundary are of a similar 

size and density as that proposed for the potential RLL zone, and therefore any new 

development within this zone would appear to be a logical expansion of existing settlement.  

41. In the Section 32 Report, the landscape character assessment summary for French Farm 

specifically notes that,  

sprawl around the waterfront would remove the small cluster pattern of 

development, which is important to retain the predominantly open space/rural 
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character of the wider French Farm area. As such, it is recommended that the cluster 

pattern is retained with some opportunity for small scale expansion in the westerly 

direction from the existing settlements. 

42. Although the proposed rezoned area is not specifically in the westerly direction from the 

existing settlements as recommended, it does lie immediately southwest.  Furthermore, it will 

avoid the water front and will be in a location that retains the important cluster pattern of 

settlement at French Farm.  In my opinion, the two proposed RLL zoned lots with building 

platforms located on the elevated terrace will not compromise the predominantly open 

space/rural character of the wider French Farm area.  

43. I note that the existing development and small settlement zone at French Farm lies within the 

Coastal Environment.  A small corner of the proposed rezoned area will also fall within the 

Coastal Environment shown on Stage 3 Planning Map 74.  However, this corner comprises the 

low-lying wetland area of the site and is well clear of the recommended building platform 

locations.  Therefore, I consider the effects on the character of the coastal environment as a 

result of rezoning will be at most minor and likely enhanced if any revegetation of the 

pasture/wetland area occurs as part of the development.  

44. The development arising from the rezoning will be relatively discreet with visual effects 

generally mitigated by the rolling topography, the current cluster of dwellings and extent of 

existing vegetation.  Although the site is elevated, a backdrop of land is maintained by the 

northern headland enclosing the bay.  Partial views of two additional houses are likely to be 

obtained from a limited section of Wainui Main Road where it descends the headland before 

reaching French Farm Bay, however overall, the dwellings will appear as part of the 

domesticated landscape associated with the existing settlement. 

 Duvauchelle 

 Proposed Area of Rezoning 

45. My landscape assessment identified two separate areas within the three parcels of land as 

suitable for rezoning (refer Figure 3 below).  Some areas showed obvious constraints due to 

land stability, erosion issues and poor drainage.  Constraints to access from a major arterial 

road may also be a limiting factor.  Approximately 3850m2 of Lot 15 was considered 

appropriate to be rezoned as RBP.  This land lies east of the Duvauchelle Saleyard building and 

will adjoin the RBP zone along its eastern boundary.  It is elevated above the low lying area of 
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land and avoids the overhead power lines that cross the top of the site.  A maximum of 8 lots, 

each with a minimum of 400 m2 could be developed on the site. 

46. The second area proposed for rezoning straddles the two large lots.  Only 15,000 m2 of the 

east-west gently sloping spur is considered suitable, mainly for geotechnical and drainage 

reasons.  This area of land is proposed to be rezoned as RLL with the potential for a maximum 

of ten lots each with a minimum area of 1500 m2. 

 

Figure 3.  Area proposed to be rezoned as RBP and RLL at Duvauchelle 

 Consideration of Rezoning Effects for RBP 

47. Lot 15 is contiguous with the existing settlement at Duvauchelle to the east and bounded by a 

natural gully and low lying poorly drained land to the west.  It is relatively small and if 

subdivided will continue the existing RBP settlement pattern.  The lot immediately fronting the 

Akaroa Christchurch Road will appear as infill between the current built development along 

the road, which consists of the Duvauchelle Saleyard building to the west and a dwelling and 

local garage to the east.  The remaining lots will be largely hidden from view, except from 

elevated locations on the surrounding hills.  And, as noted by Mr Craig, future development 

will not appear visually prominent from distant viewpoints.  Furthermore, a generous land 

buffer is left between the proposed rezoning and the large area of land identified as the 
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Duvauchelle Showgrounds, which is located north of and behind the site.  Zoned OCP (Open 

Space Community Parks) this land will limit development within the valley floor and essentially 

retain a large area of open space, contributing to the retention of a rural character. 

48. The proposed RLL rezoning will be confined to the lower section of the east-west spur and 

separated from the existing settlement by gullies to either side and the low-lying land 

wrapping around the toe of the spur where it meets Lot 15.  As I noted in the landscape 

assessment dated 15 June 2015 (page 8), “While the whole spur is potentially suitable 

development as it has the gentlest slopes, avoids the overhead power lines and is connected 

to Christchurch Akaroa Road by an existing legal road west of the former Duvauchelle 

Saleyards Building.”   

49. At paragraphs 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 of his Attachment B, Analysis of landscape effects for 

submitters’ properties, Mr Craig variously comments that “the site is not contiguous with the 

existing settlement;” “development of the site following rezoning will not align with existing 

settlement patterns ...” and “... it will appear somewhat disconnected from the existing 

settlement....”  While I agree with Mr Craig (at paragraph 3.10) that the site is quite prominent 

when approaching Duvauchelle from the direction of Akaroa I do not agree that development 

of the site will not align with existing settlement patterns, etc.  In my opinion, Mr Craig has, 

perhaps, not considered the full extent of settlement at Duvauchelle when making his 

comments.  On page 11 of my assessment I commented thus: 

The pattern of settlement at Duvauchelle is somewhat fragmented – it is not 

continuous, with the largest gap between areas of development being approximately 

600 m (between Pawsons Valley and Pipes Valley roads (refer aerial photograph, 

Sheet 2).  ... Taking into account its physical location at the lower end of a gentle spur 

and its position in relation to existing residential development, the area proposed to 

be rezoned RLL would integrate well with existing development at Duvauchelle and be 

in accordance with the details of Proposed Policy 14.1.8.4(a).   

50. It is also my opinion that with planting within a proposed development on the spur and in 

parts of the gullies surrounding the spur development could be successfully integrated into the 

landscape and any prominence thus reduced when the site is approached from the direction 

of Akaroa. 
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Sunny Point Estates Land (Robinsons Bay) 

 Coastal Environment 

51. All of the Sunny Point Estates property and the adjacent residential settlement are within the 

Coastal Environment as shown on the Stage 3 Planning Map 76, notified on the 25th of July.  

This information is included on Sheet 2 of my graphic supplement.  Although it has only 

become available since completing the Landscape Assessment, it does not affect the overall 

conclusions of the report or my evidence.   

 Proposed Area of Rezoning 

52. My site visit, field work and analysis of the planning context confirmed that approximately 

1.86 ha of the Sunny Point Estates property, adjoining the existing RSS zone, is potentially 

suitable to be rezoned from RuBP to RSS.  This is substantiated by the Section 32 report 

Appendix 265 relating to the Robinsons Bay Settlement area 

53. The extent of the potential RSS extension area is defined below in Figure 4.  The area proposed 

to be rezoned is readily accessed from an existing access point on SH 75.  It is located on a 

north-facing hillside overlooking Robinsons Bay, characterised by open, rough grassland and a 

scattering of low shrubs.  A substantial patch of existing kanuka vegetation extends over the 

steeper slopes along the coastline and adjoins the small settlement to the northeast.  The 

majority of the area proposed to be rezoned has been identified as being of a low-moderate 

stability risk on the Consent Investigation Stability Map in the operative Banks Peninsula 

District Plan. 

                                                
5
 Stage two_Section 32 DPR_Residential Appendix 25 – Banks Peninsula Small Settlement Area Summary 

Assessments 
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Figure 4.  Area proposed to be rezoned as RSS on Sunny Point Estates property 

 Consideration of Rezoning Effects  

54. The proposed rezoning will avoid the Area of at least High Natural Character in the Coastal 

Environment and will be tucked below what has been identified on the planning map as an 

Important Ridgeline.  As noted by Mr Craig, the spur is prominent but because the rezoning 

will avoid this, the landscape integrity of the landform will remain intact.  In effect, a 

significant part of the site (76%) will remain as an open rural spur connected to the Hammond 

Point OSCP zone.   

55. Although the area to be rezoned lies within the Coastal Environment, the development will be 

well setback from the steep vegetated slopes immediately above the coastline.  The natural 

character of the coastline will not be affected and could in fact be improved by the 

establishment of native vegetation to mitigate erosion.  The rezoned area is comparatively 
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small and a logical extension to the existing adjoining settlement.  Although a RSS zoning 

potentially provides for 18 lots at a minimum of 1000 m2, the landscape assessment suggests 

only seven to eight residential lots be provided to continue the pattern of the adjoining small 

settlement.   

56. The future development and balance land remaining as open rural slopes will be most clearly 

viewed by the public from the water (and jetty) in Robinsons Bay.  It will be visible at a 

distance from Christchurch-Akaroa Road and from the settlement on Ngaio Point over 1 km 

away when looking south from the opposite side of Robinsons Bay.  The proposed RSS 

extension area will be concealed from SH 75 where it passes the site and from views further 

south because of the aspect and sloping topography.  The existing native vegetation will play 

an immediate role in connecting any new dwellings to the existing settlement, as well as 

affording a visual buffer between existing and future houses and the coastline when viewed 

from within the bay.   

57. Nevertheless, despite being visible from some locations, future development will not be 

particularly noticeable or appear out of place as an extension to the existing settlement’s  

scale and pattern and the characteristic placement of built development on the surrounding 

headlands.  Because of this, future development arising from the rezoning will maintain a 

visual coherence and legibility by continuing the existing patterns in the landscape.  

58. Although, in my opinion, overall effects on coastal and rural character and amenity arising 

from the proposed rezoning will be minor.   Mr Craig recommends that colour and reflectivity 

controls are imposed on future housing.  I support Mr Craig’s recommendation.   

CONCLUSION 

59. In my view, the proposed rezoning and potential residential land use is supported by the 

relevant residential objectives and policies of the pRDP.  The areas proposed for rezoning lie in 

close proximity to existing small settlement zones, in areas least likely to compromise open 

rural character and/or that enables clustering or grouping of development within areas where 

there is the least impact on the ability to maximise rural activities.   

60. I consider that rezoning will provide a greater certainty and enable the best landscape 

outcome at time of subdivision and subject to the relevant assessment matters, building 

standards and proposed conditions.  I am satisfied that this process will protect pertinent 

landscape values and amenity matters in appropriate detail on each site.  
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61. The proposed residential subdivision rezoning will result in a land use that complements the 

surrounding Banks Peninsula landscape, coastal and rural values, character and views, be set 

within and not dominate natural landforms and vegetation.  

 

Peter Rough 

27 August 2015  
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APPENDIX A 

Significant Landscapes of Banks Peninsula 

A A predominantly pastoral farming, rural working landscape  

B Distinctive volcanic landforms with highly legible crater rim, prominent ridgeline and peaks 

extending and descending as a series of gullies, headlands/spurs and lower slopes to the edge 

of the harbour.  

C The presence of important areas of indigenous vegetation,  

D Important landscapes and features to Ngai Tahu, especially those prominent peaks and passes, 

streams and vegetation that relate to key tribal origin, migration, and settlement traditions, 

including mahinga kai.  

E A predominance of natural features, process and patterns with existing development generally 

well integrated into the landscape.   

F Within the coastal environment, the presence of generally highly legible landforms, visually 

impressive cliffs, island and caves. 

And requires that these qualities are maintained and enhanced by: 

i. Avoiding development that breaks the skyline 

ii. Restricting visually prominent uses and development 

iii. Ensuring that subdivision use and development does not result in over domestication of the 

landscape 

iv. On Banks Peninsula require development to be separated from identified important ridgelines, 

taking into account visual separation and horizontal and vertical separation 

v. Enabling pastoral farming activities which contribute to the rural landscape character of Banks 

Peninsula 

vi. Managing or avoiding specific activities and adverse effects as set out in policy 9.2.2.7 

 

 


